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ABSTRACT
The Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) is a new low-frequency interferometric radio telescope, operating in the
benign radio frequency environment of remote Western Australia. The MWA is the low-frequency precursor to
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) and is the first of three SKA precursors to be operational, supporting a varied
science mission ranging from the attempted detection of the Epoch of Reionization to the monitoring of solar flares
and space weather. In this paper we explore the possibility that the MWA can be used for the purposes of Space
Situational Awareness (SSA). In particular we propose that the MWA can be used as an element of a passive radar
facility operating in the frequency range 87.5–108 MHz (the commercial FM broadcast band). In this scenario the
MWA can be considered the receiving element in a bi-static radar configuration, with FM broadcast stations serving
as non-cooperative transmitters. The FM broadcasts propagate into space, are reflected off debris in Earth orbit,
and are received at the MWA. The imaging capabilities of the MWA can be used to simultaneously detect multiple
pieces of space debris, image their positions on the sky as a function of time, and provide tracking data that can be
used to determine orbital parameters. Such a capability would be a valuable addition to Australian and global SSA
assets, in terms of southern and eastern hemispheric coverage. We provide a feasibility assessment of this proposal,
based on simple calculations and electromagnetic simulations, that shows that the detection of sub-meter size
debris should be possible (debris radius of >0.5 m to ∼1000 km altitude). We also present a proof-of-concept set of
observations that demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal, based on the detection and tracking of the International
Space Station via reflected FM broadcast signals originating in southwest Western Australia. These observations
broadly validate our calculations and simulations. We discuss some significant challenges that need to be addressed
in order to turn the feasible concept into a robust operational capability for SSA. The aggregate received power due
to reflections off space debris in the FM band is equivalent to a <1 mJy increase in the background confusion noise
for the long integrations needed for Epoch of Reionization experiments, which is insignificant.
Key words: Earth – instrumentation: interferometers – planets and satellites: general – planets and satellites:
individual (International Space Station) – techniques: radar astronomy
1. INTRODUCTION
Space debris consists of a range of human-made objects in
a variety of orbits around the Earth, representing the remnants
of payloads and payload delivery systems accumulated over
a number of decades. With the increasing accumulation of
debris in Earth orbit, the chance of collisions between the
debris increases (causing an increase in the number of debris
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fragments). More importantly, the chance of collisions between
debris and active satellites increases, posing a risk of damage
to these expensive and strategically important assets. This
risk motivates the need to obtain better information on the
population characteristics of debris (distribution of sizes and
masses, distribution of orbits, etc).
Research into space debris is considered a critical activity
worldwide and is the subject of the Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee,21 previously described in detail in
many volumes, including a United Nations Technical Report
on Space Debris (United Nations 1999) and a report from the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (Dempsey
et al. 2012). The American Astronomical Society maintains a
Committee on Light Pollution, Radio Interference and Space
Debris,22 since space debris poses a risk to important space-
based astrophysical observatories.
The risks posed by space debris, and the difficulties inher-
ent in tracking observations and orbit predictions, were illus-
trated starkly on 2009 February 10, when the defunct Russian
Kosmos-2251 satellite collided with the active Iridium-33 satel-
lite at a relative speed of over 11 km s−1, destroying the
Iridium satellite.23 Even with the global efforts to track space
debris and predict their orbits, this collision between two satel-
lites of 900 kg and 560 kg, respectively, and of ∼10 m2 debris
size, was unanticipated. Further exploration of Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) capabilities is required to continue to mini-
mize collision risks and provide better early warnings following
collision breakups that multiply debris numbers and randomize
orbits.
Methods for obtaining data on space debris include ground-
based (radar observations and optical observations) and space-
based measurements. Previously, large ground-based radio tele-
scopes (whose primary operations are for radio astronomy) have
been used in a limited fashion to track space debris. For exam-
ple, the 100 m Effelsberg telescope in Germany, outfitted with a
seven-beam 1.4 GHz receiver, was used for space debris tracking
using reflected radiation generated by a high-power transmitter
(Ruitz et al. 2005). Recently, a new method of ground-based
space debris observation has been tested, using interferometric
radio telescope arrays (also primarily operated for radio astron-
omy), in particular using the Allen Telescope Array (Welch et al.
2009). This technique utilizes stray radio frequency emissions
originating from the Earth that reflect off space debris and are
received and imaged at the interferometric array with high an-
gular resolution. Scenarios such as this, with a passive receiver
and a non-cooperative transmitter, are described as “passive
radar,” a sub-class of the bi-static radar technique (transmitter
and receiver at different locations).
This paper explores the possibilities offered by this technique,
using a new low-frequency radio telescope that has been built
in Western Australia, the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA).
The MWA is fully described in Tingay et al. (2013). Briefly, the
MWA operates over a frequency range of 80–300 MHz with an
instantaneous bandwidth of 30.72 MHz, has a very wide field
of view (∼2400 deg2 at the lower end of the band), and has
reasonable angular resolution (∼6 arcmin at the lower end of
the band).
21 http://www.iadc-online.org/
22 http://aas.org/comms/committee-light-pollution-radio-interference-and-
space-debris
23 Orbital Debris Quarterly News, 2009, NASA Orbital Debris Program
Office, 13 (2).
Recent observations with the MWA by McKinley et al. (2013)
have shown that terrestrial FM transmissions (between 87.5
and 108.0 MHz) reflected by the Moon produce a significant
signal strength at the MWA. McKinley et al. (2013) estimate
that the Equivalent Isotropic Power of the Earth in the FM
band is approximately 77 MW. The ensemble of space debris
is illuminated by this aggregate FM signal and will reflect
some portion of the signal back to Earth, where the MWA can
receive the reflected signals and form images of the space debris,
tracking their positions on the sky as they traverse their orbits.
It should be noted that this technique makes use of the global
distribution of FM radio transmitters, but that the technique is
likely to work most effectively with receiving telescopes that
are well separated from the transmitters. If the receiving array is
in close proximity to an FM transmitter, the emissions directly
received from the transmitter will be many orders of magnitude
stronger than the signals reflected from the space debris.
Therefore, the technique can likely only be contemplated using
telescopes like the MWA, purposefully sited at locations such
as the radio-quiet Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory
(MRO), located in Murchison Shire, 700 km north of Perth in
Western Australia (Johnston et al. 2008). The MWA is a science
and engineering precursor for the much larger and more sensitive
low-frequency component of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA;
Dewdney et al. 2009), which will also be located at the MRO
and is currently under development by the international SKA
organization.
In this paper we estimate the conditions under which the
MWA can detect space debris, in passive radar mode in the FM
band. In Section 2 we consider a simple calculation of the
expected signal strength at the MWA for one idealized scenario.
We also present comprehensive but idealized electromagnetic
simulations that agree well with the simple calculation and show
that space debris detection is feasible with the MWA. For normal
MWA observation modes, the detection of space debris of the
order of ∼0.5 m radius and larger appears feasible. If efforts
are made to modify standard MWA observation modes and data
processing techniques, then substantially smaller debris could
be detected, down to ∼0.2 m in radius in low Earth orbits. In
Section 3 we present observational tests that show the basic
technique to be feasible, but also illustrate challenges that must
be overcome for future observations. In Section 4 we discuss the
utility of the technique, complementarity with other techniques,
and suggest future directions for this work.
2. DETECTABILITY OF SPACE DEBRIS WITH THE MWA
As an example that illustrates the feasibility of this technique,
we consider the MWA as the receiving element in a passive
radar system in the FM band and consider a single transmitter
based in Perth, Western Australia (specifically the transmitter for
call sign 6JJJ: Australian Communications and Media Authority
(ACMA) Licence Number 1198502). The transmitter is located
at (LAT, LONG) = (−32◦00′42′′, 116◦04′58′′) and transmits a
mixed polarization signal, with an omnidirectional radiation
pattern in the horizontal plane, at 99.3 MHz over the FM
emission standard 50 kHz bandwidth and with an Effective
Radiated Power (ERP) of 100 kW. The MWA, acting as receiver,
is located at (LAT, LONG) = (−26◦42′12′′, 116◦40′15′′),
∼670 km from the transmitter.
We consider an idealized piece of space debris (a perfectly
conducting sphere of radius r, in meters) at a distance of Rr
km from the MWA site. We denote the distance between the
transmitter and the space debris as Rt km. For simplicity, we
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model the Radar Cross Section (RCS; denoted by σ ) of the
debris as the ideal backscatter from a conducting sphere in
one of two domains that are approximations of Mie scattering
(Stratton 1941): (1) when the wavelength λ > 2πr , the RCS is
described by Rayleigh scattering and σ = 9πr2(2πr/λ)4; and
(2) when λ  2πr , σ = πr2, corresponding to the geometrical
scattering limit. The greatest interest is in case 1, as the space
debris size distribution is dominated by small objects (although
the example given in the introduction shows that even the largest
items of space debris pose serious unknown risks). For case 1 we
obtain Equation (1), below, following the well-known formula
for bi-static radar (Wills 2005),
S = 3.5 × 106 PtGr
6ν4
R2t R
2
r B
, (1)
where S is the spectral flux density of the received sig-
nal at the MWA in astronomical units of jansky (1 Jy =
10−26 W m−2 Hz−1), Pt is the ERP in kW, G is the transmitter
gain in the direction of the space debris, B is the bandwidth in
kHz over which the signal is transmitted, Rt, Rr, and r are as
described above, and ν is the center frequency of the transmitted
signal in MHz.
For Pt = 100 kW, Rr = 1000 km, Rt = 1200 km, G =
0.5, B = 50 kHz, r = 0.5, and ν = 99.3 MHz, the spectral
flux density, S, is approximately 4 Jy. The assumption of
G = 0.5 is based on an idealized dipole antenna transmitter
radiation pattern which is omni-directional in the horizontal
plane. FM transmitter antenna geometries vary significantly,
with local requirements on transmission coverage dictating the
directionality and thus the antenna geometry. Phased arrays
can be used to compress the radiation pattern in elevation, and
different antenna types can produce gain in preferred azimuthal
directions. Therefore, in reality, significant departures from a
simple dipole are normal. Propagation losses in signal strength
due to two passages through the atmosphere are assumed to
be negligible. Due to the approximations described above,
this estimate should be considered as order-of-magnitude only.
However, the calculation indicates that the detection of objects
of the order of 1 m in size is feasible. In a 1 s integration with
the MWA over a 50 kHz bandwidth, an image can be produced
with a pixel rms of approximately 1 Jy (Tingay et al. 2013),
making the reflected signal from the space debris a several sigma
detection in 1 s.
According to Equation (1), the MWA will be sensitive to
sub-meter scale space debris. However, for FM wavelengths,
sub-meter scale debris are in the Rayleigh scattering regime,
meaning that the RCS drops sharply for smaller debris, dra-
matically reducing the reflected and received power. In order to
more systematically explore the detectability of debris of dif-
ferent sizes and relative distances between transmitter, debris,
and receiver, we have performed a series of electromagnetic
simulations.
The simulations performed take the basic form described
above, in which a single FM transmitter (idealized dipole
radiation pattern for the transmitter, omni-directional in the
horizontal plane) at a given location was considered (separate
simulations were performed for 11 different transmitters located
in southwest Western Australia), along with the known location
of the MWA as receiving station. The debris were modeled
as being directly above the MWA. A range of different debris
altitudes was modeled: 200 km, 400 km, 800 km, and 1600 km
(as for the calculation above, propagation losses due to the
atmosphere are considered negligible). The debris was assumed
Figure 1. Results of electromagnetic simulations, as described in the text. These
simulations model the flux density at the MWA for space debris modeled as a
perfectly conducting sphere (0.2, 0.5, 1, and 10 m radii) at altitudes of 200, 400,
800, and 1600 km above the MWA site, with a transmitter at 99.3 MHz based
near Perth (∼700 km from the MWA). Also shown is a single point representing
the example calculation based on Equation (1), with r = 0.5 m.
to be a perfectly conducting sphere, with a range of radii:
0.2 m, 0.5 m, 1 m, and 10 m. The simulations proceeded
using the XFdtd code from Remcom Inc.24 XFdtd is a general-
purpose electromagnetics analysis code based on the finite-
difference, time-domain technique and can model objects of
arbitrary size, shape, and composition. The 11 (transmitters) ×
4 (radii) × 4 (altitudes) = 176 runs of XFdtd were calculated on a
standard desktop computer over the course of several hours. The
simulations compute output that includes the RCS according to
the full Mie scattering solution and the spectral flux density at
the location of the MWA, for each combination of debris size,
altitude, and transmitter.
Figure 1 shows a selection of results from the simulations, for
the Perth-based 6JJJ transmitter and the ranges of debris size and
altitudes listed above. Also shown is a single point representing
the result of the simple calculation from Equation (1). The
simple calculation overestimates, by a factor of approximately
two, relative to the XFdtd simulation, the flux density at
the MWA. This level of agreement is reasonable, given the
simplifying assumptions made for Equation (1).
Figure 1 shows that debris with r > 0.5 m can plausibly
be detected up to altitudes of approximately 800 km with a
1 s observation. The solid line in Figure 1 denotes the 1σ
sensitivity calculation made for the simple example, above,
based on information from Tingay et al. (2013), showing that a
3σ detection can be made for debris of r = 0.5 m at 800 km.
Of course, if longer observations can be utilized, the detection
thresholds can be reduced. For example, a 10 s observation
would yield a 3σ detection of debris with r = 0.5 m at 1000 km.
The solution to the detection of smaller (∼10 cm) scale debris
with low-frequency passive radar in the past has been to use
ERPs of gigawatts, as with the 217 MHz NAVSPACECOM
“Space Fence” (Petersen 2012). An alternative approach is to
build larger and more sensitive receiving antennas. The natural
evolution of the MWA is the much larger and more sensitive
low-frequency SKA, which will have a factor of ∼1000 more
receiving area and be far more sensitive than the MWA. The low-
frequency SKA may have great utility for space debris tracking
later this decade.
24 http://www.remcom.com/xf7
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Figure 2. Left: the track of the ISS over Western Australia on 2012 November 26, between 12:23:00 and 12:26:00 UT. The red and green segments of the track
denote the time ranges for the two different pointed observations undertaken with the MWA, with ticks located every 20 s and the square filled marker denoting the
changeover time for two pointings. Blue circles denote the location and power (proportional to diameter of circle, with largest circles representing 100 kW transmitter
ERP) of FM transmitters. Green diamonds denote the names of towns/regions associated with the transmitters. The image is a projection representing the view of
Australia from a low-Earth orbit satellite directly over the MWA site. Right: the track of the ISS plotted on the celestial sphere as visible from the MWA site. The
image is an orthographic projection of the Haslam et al. (1982) 408 MHz map, with some individual radio sources labeled. The red and green contours are contours
of primary beam gain (at 1%, 10%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the peak gain) for the two pointed observations. The blue points are the track of the ISS, with color from
dark blue to white representing the primary beam gain from low to high and the square filled marker denoting the changeover time for two pointings. North is up and
east is to the left (note that this orientation is opposite that in the left-hand panel).
3. VERIFICATION OF THE TECHNIQUE
We verified the technique outlined above with an observation
using the MWA during its commissioning phase. This is a
subarray of 32/128 tiles with a maximum east-west baseline of
roughly 1 km and a maximum north-south baseline of roughly
2 km, giving a synthesized beam of roughly 5′ × 10′ at a
frequency of ∼100 MHz. We observed an overflight of the
International Space Station (ISS) on 2012 November 26, as
shown in Figure 2. The center frequency of our 30.72 MHz
bandpass was 103.4 MHz, and we correlated the data with a
resolution of 1 s in time and 10 kHz in frequency. We used two
different array pointings, as plotted in the right panel of Figure 2.
The first was from 12:20:00 UT to 12:24:56 UT and was pointing
at an azimuth of 180◦ (due south) and an elevation of 60◦. The
second was from 12:24:56 UT to 12:29:52 UT at an azimuth of
90◦ (due east) and an elevation of 60◦. As discussed in Tingay
et al. (2013) and verified by Williams et al. (2012), the MWA
has an extremely broad primary beam (roughly 35◦ FWHM)
which was held fixed during each observation. We observed the
overflight of the ISS between 12:23:00 UT and 12:26:00 UT,
when it was at a primary beam gain of >1%, traversing about
112◦ on the sky.
During the pass, the ISS ranged in distance between approx-
imately 850 km (at the low elevation limit of the MWA, ap-
proximately 30◦) and approximately 400 km (near zenith at the
MWA; Figure 2); its angular speed across the sky is approxi-
mately 0.◦5 s−1, corresponding to approximately five synthesized
beams with this antenna configuration.
To image the data, we started with an observation pointed at
the bright radio galaxy 3C 444 taken before the ISS observa-
tions. This observation was used as a calibration observation,
determining complex gains for each tile assuming a point-source
model of 3C 444, which was sufficient to model the source given
that its extent (<4′) is the same as the FWHM of the synthe-
sized beam of the MWA subarray at this frequency. While we
changed pointings between this observation and those of the ISS,
we have previously found that the instrumental phases are very
stable across entire days, and that only the overall amplitudes
need to be adjusted for individual observations.
Antenna-based gain solutions were obtained using theCASA
task bandpass on a two-minute observation. Solutions were
obtained separately for each 10 kHz channel, integrating over
the full two minutes. The flux density used for 3C 444 was
116.7 Jy at the central frequency of 103 MHz, with a spectral
index of −0.88. An S/N > 3 was required for a successful
per-channel, per-baseline solution, and the overall computed
gain solutions for each antenna were of S/N > 5. Calibration
solutions were applied to the ISS observations using theCASA
task applycal, and the corrected data were written touv-fits
format for imaging in miriad (Sault et al. 1995).
For the two ISS observations, we flagged bad data in indi-
vidual fine channels (10 kHz wide) associated with the centers
and edges of our 1.28 MHz coarse channels. Because of the ex-
tremely fast motion of the ISS, we created images in 1 s intervals
(the integration time used by the correlator) using miriad. We
started by imaging the whole primary beam (40◦ × 40◦), sepa-
rating the data into 3×10.24 MHz bandpasses. The bottom two
bandpasses covered the FM band, while the top bandpass was
above the FM band. We used a 1′ cell size and cleaned emission
from Fornax A. Note that miriad does not properly implement
wide-field imaging, but our images used a slant-orthographic
projection such that the synthesized beam is constant over the
image (Ord et al. 2010).
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Figure 3. Images generated for the ISS overflight. The left panels show the 1 s
interval starting at 12:25:13 UT, while the right panels show the interval starting
1 s later at 12:25:14 UT. The top panels show the 10 MHz covering the top
end of the FM band (98.7 MHz–108.7 MHz), while the bottom panels show the
10 MHz above that, which does not include any of the FM band. The double-
lobed radio source Fornax A as well as the radio galaxies PKS J0200−3053 and
PKS J0237−1932 are labeled (with arrows). The predicted position of the ISS
at the two times is indicated; it is readily visible as a streak in the top images,
but is not visible in the bottom images. The gray scales linearly with flux and is
the same for all the panels. The images have been corrected for primary beam
gain, which is why the noise appears to increase toward the left-hand side. North
is up, east to the left, and these images cover roughly 35◦ on a side. 10 MHz
bands have been used, even though the FM signals only occupy a fraction of the
98.7–108.7 MHz band, so that the radio galaxies can be detected.
The results covering the two time intervals and two band-
passes are shown in Figure 3. The ISS is readily visible as a
streak moving through our images, but is only visible in the
images that cover the FM band as would be expected from re-
flected terrestrial FM emission (as in McKinley et al. 2013).
We predicted the position of the ISS based on its two-line
ephemeris using the pyephem package.25 The predicted position
agrees with the observed position to within the observational
uncertainties.
To determine more quantitatively the nature of the emission
seen in Figure 3, we imaged each 1 s interval and each 10 kHz
fine channel separately (as before, this was done in miriad). We
did not deconvolve the images at all; most of them had no signal
or the emission from the ISS was very weak. The emission from
the ISS is not a point source (smeared due to its motion), and
adding deconvolution for a non-stationary object to our already
computationally demanding task was not feasible. In each of
our 180 × 3072 dirty images, we located the position of the
ISS based on its ephemeris. We then measured its flux density
by adding up the image data over a rectangular region of 10′
(comparable to our instrumental resolution) in width and with a
length appropriate for the instantaneous speed of the ISS (up to
40′ in a 1 s interval), as seen in Figure 4. The resulting dynamic
spectra showing flux density as functions of time and frequency
25 http://rhodesmill.org/pyephem
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Figure 4. Zoom-in of the image of the ISS in the FM band over a 1 s integration
period. The left panel shows the 1 s interval starting at 12:25:13 UT, while the
right panel shows the interval starting 1 s later at 12:25:14 UT (same times and
data as shown in Figure 3). These images cover the 98.7–108.8 MHz bandpass
and are centered on the position of the ISS at 12:25:13 UT. The red boxes show
the region over which the flux was summed to create the dynamic spectra in
Figure 5. North is up, east to the left, and these images cover roughly 4◦ on
a side. The synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left-hand corner of the
images.
are shown in Figure 5. These spectra have been corrected for
the varying primary beam gain of the MWA over its field of
view based on measurements of the sources PKS 2356−61 (first
observation, assuming a flux density of 166 Jy at 97.7 MHz)
and PKS J0237−1932 (second observation, assuming a flux
density of 35 Jy at 97.7 MHz); we have ignored the frequency
dependence of the primary beam gain for the purposes of this
calculation. Note that the emission seen in Figure 5 is manifestly
not radio-frequency interference that is observed as a common-
mode signal by all of our tiles. It is only visible at a discrete
point in our synthesized images corresponding to the position
of the ISS (Figure 4). We ran the same routines used to create
the dynamic spectra in Figure 5 but using a position offset from
the ISS position, and we see almost no emission, with what we
do see consistent with sidelobes produced by bright emission in
individual channels, due to the ISS.
The ISS has an approximate maximum projected area of
∼1400 m2, is of mixed composition (thus not well approximated
as perfectly conducting), has a highly complex geometry, and
was at an unknown orientation relative to the transmitter(s)
and receiver during the observations. The detailed transmitter
antenna geometries and gain patterns are not known. Thus,
it is very difficult to accurately predict the flux density we
would expect from either simple calculations or electromagnetic
simulations.
We can, however, unambiguously identify the origin of
some of the transmissions reflected off the ISS. For example,
we consider the dynamic spectrum from our observations in
Figure 5 at the time 12:24:20 UT. At this time there are clearly
a number of strong signals detected, plus a large number of
much weaker signals. The five strongest signals at this time, in
terms of the integrated fluxes (Jy.MHz, measured by summing
over individual transmitter bands in the dynamic spectra to
a threshold defined by the point at which the derivative of
the amplitude changed sign), are listed in Table 1, along
with transmitters that can be identified as the origin of the
FM broadcasts (ACMA 2011). Each of the five identified
transmitters are local to Western Australia and, as can be seen
from Figure 2, are all relatively close to the ISS at this time. Each
of the five transmitters have omni-directional antenna radiation
patterns in the horizontal plane.
If we take the reported ERP for a typical station from Table 1
and use it with Equation (1) to estimate the received flux, we
5
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Table 1
The Five Strongest Detected Signals at 12:24:20 UT and Transmitters Identified with Those Signals
S. No. Freq. Flux Call Sign Location ERP (s) Rt Rr
(MHz) (Jy MHz) (s) (s) (kW) (km) (km)
1 98.1 3055 6JJJ Central Agricultural 80 537 489
2 96.5 1907 6NAM Northam 10 518 489
3 98.9 1799 6ABCFM/ Central Agricultural/ 80/10 537/498 489
6JJJ Geraldton
4 99.7 1718 6ABCFM/ Central Agricultural/ 80/10 537/498 489
6PNN Geraldton
5 101.3 1672 6PNN Geraldton 10 498 489
88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98
Frequency (MHz)
12:23:00
12:23:10
12:23:20
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Figure 5. Dynamic spectra over the time range 12:23:00–12:26:00 UT and over
the frequency ranges 88–98 MHz (top panel) and 98–108 MHz (bottom panel).
The black regions are those with no data, because of either the gap between
the observations or the individual channels flagged during imaging. The color
scale in both images is the same and is linearly proportional to flux density, with
the white stretch indicating the strongest signals. The specific time discussed in
the text, 12:24:20 UT, is marked with a dashed line. Individual FM frequencies
from Table 1 are also labeled. The noisier portions at the beginning and end of
the first observation and at the end of the second observation are because the
flux densities have been corrected for the primary beam gain, which is low at
those times.
find values of roughly 104 Jy.MHz, assuming the full 1400 m2
of reflecting area for the ISS. Given its varying composition
and orientation, the measured fluxes in Table 1 are reasonably
consistent with this estimate.
Many, but not all, of the much weaker signals detected can
also be identified. However, it is clear that some of these weaker
signals are from powerful transmitters at much larger distances,
making unique identification of the transmitter more difficult
(FM broadcasts are made on the same frequencies in different
regions). Furthermore, it is clear that transmitters local to West-
ern Australia, and of comparable power to those listed in Table 1,
have not been detected in our observations. This is likely to be
the result of the complex transmitter/reflector/receiver geome-
tries mentioned above and the rapid evolution of the geometry
with time, illustrated by the rapid evolution of the received sig-
nals identified in Table 1. The five strongest signals at 12:24:20
UT are strongest over a 5 s period, have a highly modulated am-
plitude over a further 30 s period, but are generally very weak
or not detected over the majority of our observation. Thus, it
is highly likely that other transmitters of comparable strength
would be detected at other times, when favorable geometries
prevail. At 12:24:20 UT, it appears that the geometries were
favorable for the Central Agricultural, Northam, and Gerald-
ton transmitters, but not for transmitters of comparable power
in Perth, Bunbury, and Southern Agricultural. We note that,
while the strongest signals detected originated from transmit-
ters with omni-directional transmitting antennas (see above), the
transmitters of comparable power not detected (Perth, Southern
Agricultural and Bunbury) also have omni-directional antennas.
Thus, the most likely factor driving detection or non-detection
is the transmitter/reflector/receiver geometry, rather than trans-
mitting antenna directionality.
The modulation in power of the reflected radiation is likely
at least partly due to “glints” from the large, complex structure,
which creates a reflected radiation pattern whose finest angular
scale is ∼λ/d, where λ is the wavelength of the radiation and
d is the extent of the object. For d ∼ 100 m (full extent of the
ISS) and λ ∼ 3 m, the glints are >2◦ in angular extent. At an
altitude of ∼500 km, the smallest glint footprint on the surface
of the Earth is ∼10 km. With an ISS orbital speed of 8 km s−1,
the glint duration at the MWA is of the order of 1 s. This
corresponds well to some of the modulation timescales seen
in Figure 5, although modulation exists on longer timescales
(10 s and longer). These longer timescales may be due to
glints involving structures smaller than the full extent of the ISS
(single or multiple solar panels, for example). A full analysis
of the modulation structure of the signals is extremely complex
and cannot be performed at a sufficiently sophisticated level
to be useful at present. In the future, detailed electromagnetic
simulations of complex reflector geometries may be used to gain
insight into the modulations, but such an analysis is beyond the
scope of the current work.
In long integrations, such as required for Epoch of Reion-
ization experiments (Bowman et al. 2013), the effect of having
10 pieces of space debris in the MWA primary beam at any given
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time with flux densities >1 Jy is the equivalent of a <1 mJy
additional confusion noise foreground component in the FM
band. This contribution will have no discernable impact on the
MWA’s science goals for observations in the FM band.
4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
At meter size scales, of the order of 1000 pieces of debris are
currently known and tracked. On average, up to approximately
10 such pieces will be present within the MWA field of view
at any given time, allowing continuous, simultaneous detection
searches and tracking opportunities.
These estimated detection rates naturally lead to two primary
capabilities. The first is a blind survey for currently unknown
space debris, provided by the very large instantaneous field of
view of the MWA. The second capability is the high-cadence
detection and tracking of known space debris. The wide field of
view of the MWA means that large numbers of debris can be
simultaneously detected and tracked, for a substantial fraction
of the time that they appear above the local horizon.
Imaging with the MWA can provide measurements of the
right ascension and declination (or azimuth and elevation) of the
space debris, as seen from the position of the MWA (convertable
to topocentric right ascension and declination). The MWA will
also be able to measure the time derivatives of right ascension
and declination, giving a four vector that defines the “optical
attributable.” Measurements of the four vector at two different
epochs allow an estimate of the six parameters required to
describe an orbit. Farnocchia et al. (2010) describe methods for
orbit reconstruction using the optical attributable, taking into
account the correlation problem (being able to determine that
two measurements of the four vector at substantially different
times can be attributed to the same piece of space debris).
The calculations and practical demonstrations presented
above show that the basic technique using the MWA is fea-
sible and worthy of further consideration as a possible addition
to Australia’s SSA capabilities, particularly considering that the
MWA is the precursor to the much larger and more sensitive
low-frequency SKA. However, the calculations and observa-
tional tests presented here also point to the challenges that will
need to be met in order to develop this concept into an opera-
tional capability.
Overall, these challenges relate to the non-standard nature of
the imaging problem for space debris detection, compared to
the traditional approach for astronomy. In radio interferometric
imaging, a fundamental assumption is made that the structure
of the object on the sky does not change over the course of the
observation. This assumption is broken in spectacular fashion
when imaging space debris, due to their rapid angular motion
across the sky relative to background celestial sources and
due to the variation in RCS caused by the rapidly changing
transmitter/reflector/receiver geometry.
Another standard assumption used in astronomical interfer-
ometric imaging is that the objects being imaged lie in the far
field of the array of receiving antennas; the wavefronts arriving
at the array can be closely approximated as planar. It transpires
that for space debris, most objects lie in the transition zone be-
tween near field and far field at low radio frequencies, for an
array the size of the MWA. S/N is degraded somewhat when
the standard far-field assumption is adopted, as an additional
smearing of the imaged objects results. It is worth noting that
this will be a much larger effect for the SKA, with a substantially
larger array footprint on the ground. Thus, accounting for this
effect for the MWA will be an important step toward using the
SKA for SSA purposes. For example, for an object at 1000 km
and the MWA spatial extent of 3 km, the deviation from the
plane wave assumption translates into more than a radian of
phase error across the array at a frequency of 100 MHz, which
produces appreciable smearing of the reconstructed signal with
traditional imaging. It may be possible to use the near-field na-
ture of the problem to undertake three-dimensional imaging of
the debris, using the wavefront curvature at the array to estimate
the distance to the debris.
Further significant work is required to implement modified
signal and image processing schemes for MWA data that take
account of these time-dependent and geometrical effects and
sharpen the detections under these conditions. For example, the
flexible approach to producing MWA visibility data (the data
from which MWA images are produced) allows modifications
to the signal processing chain to incorporate positional tracking
of an object in motion in real-time. Additionally, it is possible
to collect data from the MWA in an even more basic form (volt-
ages captured from each antenna) and apply high-performance
computing in an offline mode to account for objects in motion.
This would also enable measurement of the Doppler shifts of
individual signals (expected to be ∼ few kHz, which is smaller
than our current 10 kHz resolution) that could enable separation
of different transmitters at the same frequency and unambigu-
ous identification of transmitters (a Doppler shift pattern fixes a
one-dimensional locus perpendicular to the path of the reflecting
object, so combining two passes allows two-dimensional local-
izations). That in turn would help with constraining the basic
properties of the reflecting objects.26 Finally, modifications to
image processing algorithms can be applied in post-processing
to correct for near-field effects, essentially a limited approxi-
mation of the same algorithms that can be applied earlier in the
signal chain. The results of this future work will be reported in
subsequent papers.
Once these improvements are addressed, the remaining sig-
nificant challenges revolve around searching for and detecting
signals from known and unknown space debris. These chal-
lenges are highly aligned with similar technical requirements
for astronomical applications, in searches for transient and vari-
able objects of an astrophysical nature. A large amount of effort
has already been expended in this area by the MWA project,
as one of the four major science themes the project will ad-
dress (Bowman et al. 2013; Murphy et al. 2013). To illustrate
the challenges, our flux estimates require (for example) greater
than 4σ significance, but that is for a single trial. This is correct
when looking to recover debris with an approximately known
ephemeris, but blind searches have large trial factors that can re-
quire significantly revised thresholds. Given the full 2400 deg2
field of view of the MWA, we must search over ∼104 individual
positions in each image to identify unknown debris. Combined
with 3000 channels and 3600 time samples (for an hour of ob-
serving; note that we might observe with a shorter integration
time in the future) this results in 1011 total trials. So our 4σ
threshold (which implies 1 false signal in 104 trials) would gen-
erate 107 false signals, and we would need something like an 8σ
threshold to be assured of a true signal. Given the steep depen-
dence of flux on object size (Equation (1)), this means our size
26 Given the changing geometry between passes, more than two might be
required before a given transmitter is identified more than once with sufficient
S/N for localization. Conversely, if the Doppler measurement is sufficiently
significant and the transmitter is sufficiently isolated, a single one-dimensional
localization might be enough for unique identification. We intend to test these
ideas with future observations.
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limit may need to be increased significantly. However, knowl-
edge of individual bright transmitters (from the type of analysis
presented in this paper) means we can reduce the number of
trials in the frequency axis substantially, and seeking patterns
among adjacent time samples that fit plausible ephemerides will
also help mitigate this effect.
If the challenges above can be addressed and a robust debris
detection and tracking capability can be established with the
MWA, it could become a very useful element of a suite of SSA
facilities focused on southern and eastern hemispheric coverage
centered on Australia.
In 2012 November an announcement was made via an
Australia–United States Ministerial Consultation Joint Com-
munique´ that a U.S. Air Force C-band radar system for space
debris tracking would be relocated to Western Australia.27 This
facility will provide southern and eastern hemispheric coverage,
allowing the tracking of space debris to a 10 cm size scale. This
system can produce of the order of 200 object determinations
per day (multiple sets of range, range-rate, azimuth, and eleva-
tion per object) and will be located near Exmouth in Western
Australia, only approximately 700 km from the MWA site.
Additionally, the Australian Government has recently made
investments into SSA capabilities, via the Australian Space
Research Program: RMIT Univerity’s “Platform Technologies
for Space, Atmosphere and Climate”; and a project through
EOS Space Systems Pty Ltd, “Automated Laser Tracking of
Space Debris.” The EOS project will result in an upgrade to
a laser tracking facility based at Mount Stromlo Observatory,
near Canberra on Australia’s east coast, capable of tracking
sub-10 cm debris at distances of 1000 km.28
In principle, the C-band radar system, a passive radar facility
based on the MWA, and the laser tracking facility could provide
a hierarchy of detection and tracking capabilities covering the
southern and eastern hemispheres. The C-band radar system
could potentially undertake rapid but low positional accuracy
detection of debris, with a hand-off to the MWA to achieve
better angular resolution and rapid initial orbit determination
(via long-duration tracks). The MWA could then hand off to the
laser tracking facility for the most accurate orbit determination.
Such a diversity of techniques and instrumentation could form
a new and highly complementary set of SSA capabilities in
Australia. A formal error analysis, describing the benefits
of combining the data from such a diverse set of tracking
assets, will be the subject of work to be presented in a
future paper.
Such a hierarchy of hand-off between facilities has impli-
cations for scheduling the MWA, whose primary mission is
radio astronomy. Currently the MWA is funded for science
operations at a 25% observational duty cycle (approximately
2200 hr of observation per year). This duty cycle leaves ap-
proximately 6500 hr yr−1 available to undertake SSA obser-
vations (assuming that funds to operate the MWA for SSA
can be secured). Even taking a conservative approach where
only nighttime hours are used for observation, up to approxi-
mately 2200 hr could be available for SSA. It would be trivial to
schedule regular blocks of MWA time, per night or per week,
to undertake SSA observations. Given the rapid sky coverage of
the MWA and the short observation times effective for SSA, the
entire sky could be scanned over the course of approximately
1 hr each night, or using multiple shorter duration observa-
tions over the course of a night. Since the MWA can be rapidly
27 http://foreignminister.gov.au/releases/2012/bc_mr_121114.html
28 http://www.space.gov.au
repointed on the sky, the possibility of interrupting science ob-
servations for short timescale follow-up SSA observations, trig-
gered from other facilities such as the C-band radar, could be
considered.
A review of Australia’s capabilities in SSA was presented by
Newsam & Gordon (2011), pointing out that better connections
between the SSA community and latent expertise and capabil-
ities in the Australian astronomical community could be lever-
aged for significant benefit. In particular the authors suggested
involving new radio astronomy facilities in SSA activities, given
the advances in Western Australia connected with the SKA. The
development of a passive radar facility in the FM band using the
MWA would be a significant step in this direction.
Immediate future steps are to repeat the ISS measurements
with the full 128 tile MWA, as an improvement on the 32 tile
array used for the observations reported here, as well as to
target smaller known satellites as tests and to implement the
improvements described above.
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